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#25  April 6, 2011

THE ISSUE OF ISSUES  

by Robert Williams

Noise.  Tumultuous noise from the news media and the Internet.  A million or so daily announcements,

comments, opinions, alarms, and requests for money and support.  All bombarding our senses at nearly the

speed of light over the world communications networks.  But it doesn't stop there.  Its chewed up and spit back

out in multiplied waves by the social cauldrons of Face Book, Twitter,  and millions of blogs.  Even revolutions in

the most unlikely places have been recently started and nurtured using such instant cyber-space meeting rooms. 

Once powerful autocrats have suddenly found themselves unable to stem the tide unless they control a loyal

military willing to kill their own countrymen.

People power has gone truly global.  It has struck fear and panic into the hearts of autocrats everywhere.  Some

have given up and gone into exile.  Other autocrats are fighting last-ditch battles.  Still others hope to remain

influential by making concessions.  When Face Book and Twitter and their look-alikes were introduced they may

have seemed at first like a chaos of silliness made possible only by new technological tools.   Then suddenly --- 

almost overnight they turned into the most powerful tool for social change the world neither imagined nor

prepared for.

Those of us shocked awake by this unprecedented phenomena are left somewhat aghast at both the  suddenness

of this change and its startling implications.  What are "we the people" going to do with our new-found

grassroots power?  Is it real or is it a paper tiger?  In America the surprisingly successful Tea Party Movement

gives us a hint to build on.  In human societies all things flow from the central issue of politics.  In America our

initial invention of a republican form of democratic government  set the course for utilizing our political rights

and our free enterprise to create a giant of industry and social progress in just a couple of centuries. 

Now that world change has accelerated and economic and communication globalization is a reality, we

Americans are seeing a dangerous erosion of the very fundamental liberties which made us great in the first

place.  OUR CENTRAL ISSUE HAS BECOME OBVIOUS --- IT IS TO PRESERVE AND STRENGTHEN

THESE INALIENABLE RIGHTS.  All other issues are subsidiary.  To avoid being overwhelmed by the noise

and confused by the bright lights constantly flashed in our eyes,  we need only to KEEP THAT FIRMLY IN

MIND.   Using the fundamental yardstick of preserving our rights , we can sort out which issues are worth acting

on and which are too minor to spend time with.  THAT IS THE ISSUE OF ISSUES AND THE KEY TO

ACTION.

Since the early 1920's American culture has been challenged by those who claim some form of Marxist

communism or European-style socialism will bring about a "workers paradise" where everyone will be equal in

every way.  These "leftists" found out in Europe and Asia that they could only achieve their goals by grabbing

and exercising brutal dictatorial power in the form of Hitler, Stalin, and Mau Tse Tung.  This mistaken effort

did not take into account human nature, so the the massive leftist experiments in human misery collapsed in

about 50 years.   For anyone willing to learn from stark history it is clear that the extreme leftist tyranny by an

elite few brings only mass poverty and misery.  As I write this, super-communist North Korea is yet again

exhibiting the pitiful starvation of its people. 
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Anyone with half a brain can see that the milder socialism so common in Europe has produced almost universal

crushing debt.  The decades-long trend of left-leaning emphasis in America has weakened our country with

run-away debt and infiltrated our schools and public institutions with an ever increasing number of "in the

name of fairness lets blame the producers of the world for our own shortcomings and force them to redistribute

their earned wealth to us who are less fortunate than they".  In short --- lets eat the goose that laid the golden

egg.  No thought is given to what happens when the geese are all gone or made prisoners of government in such a

stifling way that the only eggs that get laid are sickly and uncompetitive.  The greed of ponzi-schemers and

unions alike has created an atmosphere of civil war in our country for the second time in 230 years.  Our current

administration is so weak that it is openly frantic to turn over control of a new war in Lybia to someone else ---

anyone else.  An unprecedented move for a formerly bold America that through many previous wars led other

nations firmly against the spread of evil and was admired for it by every good person who was saved. 

It seems to me the sickness began in Vietnam.  What a lot of people nowadays don't  remember is that our own

military clearly won the war there.  Even the communist leaders now admit that fact.  Our military won the war

in spite of our politicians holding back on bombing the North so long that it lengthened the war and caused

many unnecessary casualties of our troops and made their job a lot harder. Then our politicians folded at the

knees and let the communists of the North walk right in to South Vietnam.  Enough of the American public

propagandized so falsely against our Vietnam efforts that it scared our politicians and caused such travesties as

spitting on our own returning veterans.   No wonder so many of our Vietnam veterans are bitter.

Time and time again I hear from conservatives the query, "what can we do?".  I have said the same thing to

myself and to others.  My conclusion is that the decks must first be cleared for action and then the action must be

fearless and determined.  We are not all Horatio Hornblowers by nature but we can nonetheless drum up enough

courage to follow the example of that fictional hero.  To quote a real-life hero "Full speed ahead and damn the

torpedoes".  Other real-life examples are more recent.  

The Gathering of Eagles movement cleared the decks by declaring a specific issue.  Namely, "Thou shalt not

dishonor our war dead by descrating our monuments".  The result was a complete rout of the Jane Fonda types. 

A rout that warmed the hearts of many veterans and conservatives and set the stage for a subsequent defiance ---

the defiance of the grassroots Tea Party against the leftist tide in our governing institutions.  The Tea Party has

emphasized conservative politics by boldly promoting conservative candidates in the November 2010 elections. 

The effort succeeded well enough to take the House and if the Tea Party keeps up such pressure in 2012 it may

gain the Senate and perhaps the presidency as well. 

But it won't be an easy fight.  Leftists have had decades to entrench themselves.  Hordes and hordes of them are

stupidly fanatic nearly to the point of violence.  If violence is sparked we must firmly reject it with the clear goal

of preserving our inherited moral values along with our constitutional liberties and free enterprise.  Once we

have thus defined our primary issue we can define some select subsidiary issues and then speaking out loudly

and standing firm will be the keys to success.

WE CAN TAKE OUR COUNTRY BACK --- YES WE CAN !!

Every individual can make a difference.  It works the same way it did in 1776.  Now as then, there are those in

favor of an autocratic government of one sort or another and those in favor of freedom.  Now as then,  it is time

to choose up sides.  We on the conservative side are definitely like the revolutionaries of 1776.  WE NOT ONLY

WANT FREEDOM WE DEMAND IT !  WE WILL SETTLE FOR NOTHING HALFWAY.  Now as then, we

can throw off our fears of retribution.   Now as then,  we can take to the streets --- we can connect and unite ---

we can besiege the leftists and besiege our Congress.  But we now have something new.  We can besiege the

Internet via Face Book, blogs, forums, and websites.  We can respond to charges of bigotry and racism by openly

scoffing at these charges.  Most of all we can respond to the situation by declaring our defiance of evil while at

the same time openly and  JOYOUSLY CELEBRATING ALL THE POSITIVE ASPECTS OF OUR

CONSERVATIVE STYLE OF PATRIOTISM.  WE CAN SPREAD THE WORD OF HOW GOOD IT IS ! 

HOW GOOD IT FEELS !  AND HOW MUCH GOOD IT WILL DO OUR NATION AND THE WORLD !
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If we so choose --- here is HOW WE CAN DO SOMETHING !

1- Talk to one or two friends or family members about this.

2. Talk to our church groups or other social networks about this.

3. Encourage everyone we talk with to spread the word to their own contacts.

4. Write or call city,  county, state, and federal representatives about our views of protecting constitutional

liberty and sticking to a free enterprise economic system nurtured by representative and restricted government.  

And  tell them we will only vote for those who join us in promoting those views.

5. We can get together with some of our contacts,  paint some two or three-word slogans on poster-board signs, 

get permission from local authorities and stand an hour or two in public,  waving signs and American flags.

(sample slogans: --- Freedom Forever,  No Socialism,  Stop Debt,  Liberty and Justice,  God Bless America,  Free

Enterprise Creates Jobs)

6. Contact the public relations officer of the nearest military installation and get permission to stand near their

gate with signs denoting your support for the troops.   I can tell you from personal experience that the troops

appreciate this sort of thing very much.  Surely it is the least we can do to show them we are grateful for their

service of protecting ourselves, our families, and our country with their very lives !  If you are not sure what all

our troops and their families risk,  go to the nearest military or veterans hospital or re-hab center.  Witness for

yourself the incredible debilitating wounds and loss of limbs,  the disfigurement of faces and bodies, the very real

suffering, and the struggle to regain a modicum of normal life.  Then I'm sure it will be obvious that no soldier

enjoys war.  They all prefer peace,  yet they value one thing above peace --- and that is FREEDOM!  Freedom

for themselves and their families and freedom for their fellow countrymen.

7.  Start a company.  It takes only a relatively small fee to incorporate.  Gather some entrepreneurs and figure

out some needed service or product to promote and advertise it as "PRODUCED IN AMERICA BY

AMERICANS".  

________________________________________

CLUB FIVE-FORTY-FIVE      

By Robert Williams

Before retiring from the Orlando Sentinel,  journalist Charley Reese wrote, "Politicians are the only people in

the world who create problems and then campaign against them".

I heartily agree.  By constitutional law,  we the people elect our politicians and hand them control of our lives. 

How many politicians?  545 --- if you include both houses of Congress,  the President and nine Supreme Court

Justices.  After that hand-over to a tiny minority of "Club 545",  most of us 300 million folks get so busy with

our own affairs we more or less assume our elected officials are doing their jobs and so we let them alone.  They

observe this and conclude they can do pretty much as they please.  

What too many of these so-called "representatives" please to do,  is spend a lot of time trying to stay in office

term after term,  while telling us they know everything better than we do because all problems are  "too

complex" for us to understand and thus we are better off if we leave everything to them.   Too many of them also

blatantly buy votes by pandering to self-interest with public handouts and doing favors for big money including

banks, car companies, and unions.  When National debt in multiple trillions becomes so gargantuan no one can

ignore it,  the Congressmen who are directly responsible for that debt  wring their hands and blame "world

economics", "recessions",  and previous presidents and administrations.  Never mind that presidents and their

administrators can only propose spending.  It takes Congress to authorize both the spending and the debt. 

Realize that even though some congressmen are millionaires,  Club-545 is far too small to pay the trillions of

National debt they created.  Oh no --- it is we the people and our children and likely our grand children who will
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have to do that.  Are we happy with what Club-545 has done to us?

If we send our representatives letters of complaint,  our communications are all too commonly ignored or

answered with a brag about all the "good things" they have done for us,  and not to worry because they are

"working hard and moving forward" to keep the Nation afloat.   Never mind that they along with their State

and local counterparts  are by law directly responsible for every national and State boondoggle,  every National

and State and county and city deficit , and every international foo-faw.  They, not we, are the creators of every

stultifying bureaucracy --- and they, not we,  are the reason for every public dollar wasted.

Charley Reese puts it plainly and powerfully when he says, "Those 545 human beings spend much of their

energy convincing you that  what  they did is not their fault. They cooperate in this common con regardless  of 

party". And, " It seems inconceivable to me that a nation of 300 million cannot replace  545  people who stand

convicted -- by present facts -- of incompetence and  irresponsibility.  I can't think of a single domestic problem

that is not  traceable directly to those 545 people. When you fully grasp the plain  truth  that 545 people exercise

the power of the federal government, then it must  follow that what exists is what they want to exist".

I couldn't agree more.  Note that last phrase, " --- what they (the politicians) want to exist."  Think about it. 

Every deficit, every entitlement, every foreign-aid handout, and for themselves every elite health plan,  every

expensive travel plan, and  every self-pay raise and every comfortable retirement plan is because they want it

that way.  They determine their own filibuster rules, their own grid-locks, their own Gerrymandering, their own

election financing tricks, and their own favorite scapegoats for their own misdeeds.  These scapegoats are legion. 

They include previous administrations,  the "other party",  and supposedly "uncontrollable forces" such as

"Wall Street",   "the economy",  "energy prices",  "inflation",  "recession" or "the housing market" and on and

on.  Some even blame we the people,  their supposed bosses.  They viciously attack each other with lies and they

viciously attack any grass-roots movement such as the Tea Party which threatens to expose them for the

charlatans they are.

Then these politicians have the gall to call themselves "public servants".  Well, in theory they are supposed to be

just that.  It is surely high time for we the people to ENFORCE IT!  How do we enforce it?  I can see only one

way.  We all have to become more engaged.  More engaged by helping to pick candidates from the grass-roots

up.   More engaged by joining political action groups such as the Tea Party and once candidates are selected

promote them.  But before promoting them,  admonish --- admonish --- admonish.  Admonish them to forever

listen and respond only to we the people,  never big-money lobbies or other politicians.  Warn them repeatedly

that otherwise their political existence will be short-lived.  Once elected we must keep a constant watch on what

they do as well as what they say.  The Internet has proven to be a tool that can make this process less

burdensome and more efficient.  So it comes down to we the people after all.  We have the tools, we have the

Constitutional authority --- and if we don't act it is bloody well our own fault.

TAX APPENDIX  --- more food for thought.

According to Charley Reese, America was the most prosperous country in the world 100 years ago when we had

zero National debt and none of the following taxes existed.  So why do they exist now?  It seems pretty obvious

they exist mainly to support ever increasing government agencies and entitlement programs and "earmarks" on

all levels of our excessively bloated bureaucratic autocracy.  Mr. Obama was right on one count.  It is indeed

time for change,  but obviously not the kind of further bloating and debt and subservience to the U.N. and

foreign powers that he and Congress were free to advocate before the "Tea Party GOP freshmen" took the

House.  But taking only the House is a fragile victory for those of us who want a more balanced legislature. The

campaigning has already started to reverse any sort of balance back to a single-party majority throughout. 

Fellow patriots --- we have our work cut out for us.  Vigilance forever must be our motto.  

(Note the high gasoline tax and the multiple telephone taxes in the alphabetic list below)

Accounts Receivable Tax, Building Permit Tax, CDL license Tax, Cigarette Tax, Corporate Income Tax,  Dog

License Tax,  Excise Taxes,  Federal Income Tax,  Federal Unemployment Tax (FUTA),  Fishing License Tax, 
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Food License Tax,  Fuel Permit Tax,  Gasoline Tax,  (currently 44.75 cents per gallon),  Gross Receipts Tax, 

Hunting License Tax,  Inheritance Tax,  Inventory Tax,  IRS Interest Charges IRS Penalties (tax on top of tax), 

Liquor Tax,  Luxury Taxes,  Marriage License Tax,  Medicare Tax,  Personal Property Tax,  Property Tax,  Real

Estate Tax,  Service Charge Tax,  Social Security Tax,  Road Usage Tax,  Recreational Vehicle Tax,  Sales Tax, 

School Tax,  State Income Tax,  State Unemployment Tax (SUTA),  Telephone Federal Excise Tax,  Telephone

Federal Universal Service Fee Tax,  Telephone Federal, State and Local Surcharge Taxes,  Telephone Minimum

Usage Surcharge Tax,  Telephone Recurring and Non-recurring Charges Tax,  Telephone State and Local Tax, 

Telephone Usage Charge Tax,  Utility Taxes,  Vehicle License Registration Tax,  Vehicle Sales Tax,  Watercraft

Registration Tax,  Well Permit Tax,  Workers Compensation Tax.

 


